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                 QSO 340 Assign:5-2This milestone should be the part of the final prject and should be done based on case study:"Clothes R Us"For this assignment, you will submit Milestone Two of the final project, wh                QSO 340 Assign:5-2This milestone should be the part of the final prject and should be done based on case study:"Clothes R Us"For this assignment, you will submit Milestone Two of the final project, wh

                  QSO 340 Milestone Two Guidelines and Rubric   Overview: To complete this milestone assignment , you will continue your case study analysis and address topics ranging from stakeholder analysis to PMBOK ®  knowledge areas.   Prompt: For this milesto ne, you will submit a paper that addresses s ections II and III of the final project.   Specifically, the following critical elements must be addressed:   II. Analysis : Analyze the case and include the following components.  d. Build a complete stakeholder register for the case s tudy project using the provided template. Your register should identify all necessary  stakeholders and highlight key stakeholders.   e. Using your stakeholder register, calculate and diagram the communication channels the project manager will use for key stake holders and  remaining stakeholders.  f. Using examples from the case study, differentiate between key and remaining stakeholder channels and discuss the potential struggles that  might be faced by each.  g. Select two collaboration and communication strategies you could use to address potential challenges communic ating with various stakeholders  based on your communication channels. Explain the reasoning for your selections. III. PMI (Project Management Institute®)  a. Provide a brief description of how the project approach es each of the ten PMI ® knowledge areas . In other words, describe the knowledge areas  in terms of how they are used in the case study project.   c. Identify where kno wledge areas or process groups a re approached unsuccessfully and explain your reasoning using examples from the case  study.   (Note that, before submitting your final project in Module Seven, you must to include all of the critical elements in the Fin al Project Guidelines and Rubric  document. This includes the elements that you completed in Milestone One and Milestone Two.) Rubric  Guidelines for Submission: Your draft of the se sections of the case study analysis should be 3–4 pages in length. It should be formatted with 12 -point Tim es New  Roman font, double spa cing, and one -inch margins, and all citations and references should be formatted according to APA guidelines.  Critical Elements  Proficient (100%)  Needs Improvement (75%)  Not Evident (0%)  Value  Analysis: Register  Builds a complete stakeholder register for the case study project using the provided template, identifying all neces sary stakeholders and highlighting  key stakeholders  Builds a stakeholder regi ster for the case study  project but does not use the provided  template, or does not iden tify all neces sary  stakeholders or highlight key stakeholders  Does not build a stakeholder register for the case study project  15  Analysis:  Communication  Channels  Calculates and diagrams correctly the  communication channels the project manager will use for key stakehol ders  and remaining stakeholders   Calculates and diagrams the communication  channels the project manager will use for all stakeholders, but diagram is incomplete or channels are inaccurate  Does not calculate or diagram the  communication channels the project  manager will use for stakeholders   15  Analysis: Potential  Struggles  Differentiates between key and remaining stakeholder channels and discusses the potential struggles that might be faced by each, using examples from the case study   Differentiates betwee n key and remaining  stakeholder channels and discusses the potential struggles that might be faced by each, but d iscussion contains inaccuracies or  does not use examples from the case study  Does not differentiate between key and remaining stakeholder chann els  or discuss the potential struggles that  might be faced by each  15  Analysis:  Collaboration and Communication  Strategies  Selects two collaboration and communication strategies that could be used to address potential challenges  while communi cating with various  stakeholders, explaining reasoning, and strategies are based on communication channels  Selects two collaboration and communication strategies that could be used to address potential challenges communicati ng with  various stakeholders, explaining rea soning, but  strategies are not based on communication  channels, or explanation is cursory or contains  inaccuracies  Does not select two collaboration and communication strategies that could be used to address potential challenges  15  PMI: Knowledge  Areas  Provides a brief description of how the project approaches each of the ten PMI knowledge areas  Provides a description of how the project approaches the PMI knowledge areas, but description is cursory or contains inaccuracies  Does not provide a description of  how the project approaches the PMI knowledge areas  15  PMI: Approached  Unsuccessful ly  Identifies where knowledge areas or process groups are approached unsuccessfully and explains the reasoning using relevant examples from the case study  Identifies where knowledge areas or process  groups are approached unsuccessfully and explains the reasoning, but explanation is cursory, contains inaccuracies , or does not use  relevant examples from the case study  Does not identify where knowledge areas or process groups a re  approached unsuccessfully, or does not explain the reasoning  15  Articulation of  Response  Submission has no major errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization  Submission has major errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or  organization that negatively impact readability and articulation of main ideas  Submission has critical errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization that prevent understanding of ideas  10  Total  100%   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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